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Various theoretical arguments motivate an expectation of a phase transition in matter at extreme
densities above nuclear density, accompanied by hopes that gravitational wave observations may
reveal the properties of such a transition. Instead of adopting a particular theory, we consider here
a generic form of first order phase transition using a piecewise polytropic equation of state, and
evolve both isolated neutron stars and neutron star binaries, including unequal mass binaries and,
in some cases, magnetic field, looking at dynamical effects. Of particular interest are effects that
may be observable either via gravitational waves or electromagnetic observations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutron stars are a natural laboratory for matter at
extreme densities with their central densities extending
to multiples of nuclear density (ρnuc = 2 × 1014g/cm3).
As such, observations in the gravitational wave (GW) or
electromagnetic wave (EM) bands enable a better under-
standing the equation of state (EoS) of matter at such
high densities. The science obtained from GW observa-
tions of the GW170817 [1] and GW190425 [2] binary neu-
tron star mergers by the LIGO/Virgo collaboration along
with EM followup of the former have revealed many as-
pects of NSs, and results by NICER in the X-ray band
have provided important estimates for both the mass and
radius of a particular NS (PSR J0030+0451) [3, 4].

NSs probe a region of the EoS not well understood. In
particular, low densities can be studied in the lab with
hadronic matter and extended to higher densities with
theoretical extrapolations. At the highest densities, per-
turbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) predicting
free quark matter is well accepted. However, between
these two regimes there is significant uncertainty and,
on fairly general terms, reason to expect (at least one)
phase transition (PT). Binary neutron star mergers are
of particular relevance to explore this region.

Significant work has studied how such a PT inside a
NS might manifest and impact potential observables. In
particular, a number of groups have studied numerically
the merger of two NSs described by various EoSs with
PT. Early work compared the DD2 EoS with a PT to
a hyperon phase [5]. Another EoS was studied with
a conformally flat, SPH code and found differences in
the postmerger oscillation frequencies associated with a
PT [6, 7]. A similar result with higher postmerger fre-
quencies were found with a PT to quark matter using a
fully nonlinear, GR HD code [8–10]. Yet another group
studied BNS mergers within an EoS derived from holog-
raphy, finding lower oscillation frequencies of post-merger
remnants [11].

These numerical investigations suggest that more pre-
cision in the postmerger regime is needed with GW ob-
servatories to observe these PTs, although Ref. [12] ar-

gues that tens of current detections may allow current
technology to discern PTs. In contrast though, Ref. [13]
makes an interesting argument with current observations
that high mass NSs likely contain a sizable quark matter
core.

In this work, with the goal of further identifying po-
tentially relevant features associated with a PT in NSs,
we consider one particular EoS in piecewise polytropic
form to which we add PTs of different forms. These
PTs are not motivated by some particular theory, but
instead take a generic approach subject to causality and
mass constraints. We then study the dynamics of single
stars (which can be rotating and/or magnetized) and the
mergers of quasi-circular binaries of such stars.

II. SETUP

We use the distributed AMR code MHDuet to evolve
the CCZ4 formalism of the Einstein equations coupled
to a magnetized perfect fluid, as described in detail
in Ref. [14]. The code is generated with the platform
Simflowny [15, 16] to run under the SAMRAI infrastruc-
ture [17, 18], which allows excellent parallel scaling over
thousands of processors. The code has been exten-
sively tested, demonstrating the expected convergence
rate of the solutions in different GR and MHD sce-
narios [14, 19, 20]. MHDuet employs the Method of
Lines, with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integrator
which ensures the stability and convergence of the solu-
tion for time steps smaller than a factor of 0.4 times the
grid spacing [21]. The space-time evolution equations
are discretized in space using centered finite-difference,
fourth-order-accurate operators for the derivatives, and
sixth-order Kreiss-Oliger dissipation to filter the high-
frequency modes unresolved in our grids. For the fluid,
we employ High-Resolution Shock-Capturing (HRSC)
methods [22] to deal with the possible appearance of
shocks and to take advantage of the existence of weak
solutions in the equations. The fluxes at the cell inter-
faces are calculated by combining the Lax-Friedrich flux
splitting formula [23] with the fifth-order, monotonicity-
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preserving reconstruction method MP5 [24].
In our previous study of neutron star mergers [14] one

of the adopted EoSs describing NSs was the SLy EoS,
which is still consistent with current observations [25, 26].
Here, our starting point is a modification to this EoS,
which we describe with three different piecewise poly-
tropes, as specified in Table I and displayed in Fig. 1.
We make this modification so that the addition of a PT
to the EoS requires only four polytropes, which is the
default choice of the code, and refer to this fiducial EoS
without the addition of a PT as “SLy.” Note that with
these four polytropes it is already possible to parameter-
ize a wide variety of first order phase transitions in the
EoS, as shown in Fig. 1.

TABLE I: Characterization of the different EoSs used in this
work. Each EoS is defined as a piecewise polytrope with n =
4 segments and with K0[CGS] = 3.59389 × 1013 and Γ0 =
1.35692. Each segment is delineated by a transition density
ρi expressed in cgs units. Note that for the modified SLy,
polytropes 1 and 2 have the same value of Γi and only the
lettered EoSs have a segment with Γi = 0.

EoS Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 log10 ρ0 log10 ρ1 log10 ρ2
SLy 2.9965 2.9965 2.851 14.165 14.7 14.93670
A 2.9965 0.0 2.851 14.165 14.93670 15.1
B 2.9965 0.0 2.851 14.165 14.83670 15.0
C 2.9965 0.0 2.851 14.165 14.93670 15.3
D 2.9965 0.0 2.851 14.165 14.95 14.97

A piecewise polytrope is chosen such that the pressure
is given in terms of the density by

pcold(ρ) = Kiρ
Γi (1)

where i denotes the particular section of the piecewise
function and runs from 0 to 3. Enforcing continuity de-
termines the constants Ki.

The PT consists of a section in which Γ2 = 0 beginning
at some onset density ρ1 and extending to some density
ρ1 + ∆ρ, similar to that adopted in Refs. [12, 27]. For
this study, the stiffness of the EoS at densities above the
transition (ρ > ρ1 +∆ρ) remains the same as that for the
SLy EoS above ρ1, although in principle we are able to
modify this as well.

We consider here just a few such variations. The pa-
rameters for each EoS are listed in Table I, and we display
them in Fig. 1. In particular, we show the pressure as a
function of density which defines a barotropic EoS. We
also show in the right panel the family of isolated, spheri-
cally symmetric stellar solutions which the EoS generates
from solving the TOV equations with Magstar from the
Lorene package [28]. One generally expects a change
in stability at the extrema of such mass-radius curves.
Thus, stars near the region at which the PT occurs (near
the cyan circle) are expected to be stable for EoSs A
and D, but not C, and the evolutions discussed below
(Section § A) are consistent with this expectation. Also
shown is a cyan circle indicating the particular star the
evolution of which is discussed below in Section § A.

Besides the piecewise polytrope, an additional thermal
component of the EoS is included during the evolution
to account for the thermal component of the fluid, repre-
sented as an ideal fluid with Γthermal = 1.75. Therefore,
the pressure and the internal energy ε have two compo-
nents

p = pcold(ρ) + (Γthermal − 1) ρ εthermal , (2)

ε = εcold(ρ) + εthermal. (3)

At the initial time, εthermal vanishes because the ini-
tial data relies only upon the piecewise polytrope with
p = pcold. We monitor this thermal component in repre-
sentative cases as another indication of the dynamics.

Along with the pressure and the thermal component,
the speed of sound as a function of density is calculated
for the initial data as

c2s =
Γi p

h
(4)

where h = ρ (1 + ε) + p is the enthalpy. The sound speed
is shown in Fig. 1 in the same frame as the pressure. The
effect of the phase transition is to decrease the maximum
speed of sound attained. Dotted black lines in the left
panel of Fig. 1 indicate the region within which all the
EoSs here are causal (c2s ≤ 1).

For the magnetized isolated stars studied in this paper,
we assume an initially poloidal magnetic field confined to
the stellar interior and calculated from the vector poten-
tial Aφ ∝ r2(P − Pcut), where Pcut is a hundred times
the pressure of the atmosphere and r is the distance to
the rotation axis. The maximum magnetic intensity at
the center is 6 × 1013 G. We then have the freedom to
rotate this configuration some angle, θ, with respect to
the rotational axis (here we choose θ = 10o).

III. RESULTS

We discuss first the evolutions of isolated stars (spin-
ning or not). Although observable effects are much more
likely to arise from the dynamics of binaries than isolated
stars, it is informative to study the dynamics of stars in
isolation as a first step to fully understand the problem.
We have performed evolutions with different resolutions
which indicate that the results presented are within the
convergent regime. For example, the finest level covered
the non-rotating stars with approximately 77, 116, and
155 points across the star. We follow this with a discus-
sion of binary mergers.

A. Isolated NSs

Past studies of the evolution of individual studies gen-
erally observe stable stars to oscillate around their static
solutions because of slight numerical perturbations, or,
if unstable, to collapse to black holes. Indeed these two
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FIG. 1: Characterization of the EoSs studied here. Left:
Standard plot of the pressure versus density for the variations
of the base SLy EoS. The pressure p0 is the pressure at nuclear
density as shown with gray dotted lines. The curve for EoS D
is difficult to distinguish from SLy because its ∆ρ is so small.
Also shown is the sound speed squared (calculated as in Eq. 4)
for the different EoSs (these are the curves in the bottom right
of the panel, contrasting with line segments representing the
pressure). Note that only those with a ‘strong’ PT satisfy c2s ≤
1, an argument that figures into the recent Ref. [13]. Right:
Family of isolated NS solutions (TOV stars) corresponding
to each EoS showing the (gravitational) mass versus stellar
radius. The cyan circle indicates the particular star evolved
in Fig. 2.

outcomes are observed here. However, to force more sig-
nificant dynamics, we increase the artificial atmosphere
(introduced as part of the standard method of solving
for relativistic hydrodynamics) by six orders of magni-
tude above the usually small level chosen. In particular,
this also allows us to explore the extent to which pos-
sible accretion from a companion can trigger interesting
dynamics in a star with an EoS allowing for a PT.

This atmosphere induces strong accretion by the NS
(estimated at Ṁ ' 10−8). Several important features are
observed as a consequence: (i) strong density waves are
produced that, as they reach the stellar surface, both re-
flect an inward propagating wave and expel a thin layer of
fluid, (ii) this outer layer sweeps against the atmosphere,
essentially halting further accretion for a significant frac-
tion of the stellar dynamical time, and (iii) the propaga-
tion speed of such waves is changed significantly in the
region where the PT takes place, producing other waves
at the interface. The combined impact of these effects
plays a strong role regulating the longer term behavior
of the star as we discuss below.

In Fig. 2, we characterize the dynamics of one particu-
lar non-rotating star for three different EoSs. The initial
data for this star is indicated with a cyan circle on the
right panel of Fig. 1, and, because its maximum density
is below the PT onset density (ρ1 for EoS A and D), it
is a solution for all three EoSs.

The top frame shows the maximum density as a func-

tion of time for the three evolutions. With no PT, the
black curve shows the density oscillate as the star is
‘pushed’ by the large atmosphere. In contrast, the two
evolutions with a PT display large excursions in density
consistent with undergoing a phase transition in the core.
For each of the EoSs with a PT, we show the density
range over which the PT occurs by a horizontal band,
magenta for EoS A and brown for EoS D. These excur-
sions in maximum density generally send the maximum
density to a value slightly above each density range.

It is important to realize that only some inner core
undergoes the PT, and we show in the bottom frames of
Fig. 2 the radial profile of the density at three different
times. The earliest such profile, when the densities are
at their peaks, shows clearly the region containing non-
hadronic matter, roughly a region out to 2 km. In some
of the later excursions, instead of a convex core of non-
hadronic fluid, a small, irregular shell forms.

It is interesting to contrast the dynamics of the SLy
star with that of EoS A and to wonder why the PT ex-
cursions appear damped. As already noted, the genera-
tion of thermal energy with EoS A does not appear to
play a significant dynamical role given the similarities of
the two solutions in the middle frame of Fig. 2 despite
the fact that one has thermal energy present.

One can also consider numerical dissipation, unavoid-
able in such evolutions. Running at increasing resolu-
tions decreases the expected dissipation, and such tests
indicate that dissipation is small and develops slowly in
time. Indeed, the size of the non-hadronic core shrinks
quickly with each excursion even in the higher resolution
runs. Hence, it cannot explain the damped excursions at
early times.

If one looks at the radius of the stars as a function
of time, one sees that the average radius for both stars
increases by about 5% in the first millisecond. Look-
ing at the right panel of Fig. 1, this increase indicates
that the star now oscillates around a slightly different
star (slightly smaller gravitational mass) than the one
providing the initial data. As the SLy star expands and
contracts, its kinetic energy oscillates as well. The EoS A
star, on the other hand, has both much less kinetic energy
and a less coherent oscillation of it. Instead, the energy
provided by the expansion of the star presumably ends
up in the non-hadronic core. As the core gets smaller,
so does the amount of kinetic energy liberated by exiting
the PT. The dearth of kinetic energy at late times in the
EoS A star can be seen in the late-time periods in which
the maximum density is relatively constant.

At these late times, the EoS A star lacks the coher-
ent motion and kinetic energy present in the SLy star,
presumably due to the increased formation of shocks
(which are handled with a high-resolution shock captur-
ing scheme) as a result of the continuing PTs and the
resulting disparate propagation speeds.

We note one final aspect about these non-rotating
stars. Our discussion begins with a comment about use
of a large atmosphere to force the dynamics, and so here
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FIG. 2: Dynamics of isolated, non-rotating stars. The star
represented by a cyan circle in Fig. 1 is evolved with three
different EoSs, and the maximum of the density as a func-
tion of time is shown (top). Also shown are two horizontal
bands indicating the regions of the PT (ρ1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ1 + ∆ρ)
for EoS A (magenta) and EoS D (brown). For the SLy EoS
with no PT (solid black), the star oscillates as expected. For
the EoS A (dotted blue), as the density increases, it shoots
past the amplitude of the star with no PT, indicative of the
core changing phase. These excursions to hybrid phase ulti-
mately settle back to the hadronic star. At bottom, profiles
of the density along the positive x-axis are shown for the three
times indicated by vertical lines in the top frame. In the first
of these, stars described by EoS A and D have non-hadronic
cores. Also shown with the scale on the right is εthermal rep-
resenting the fractional thermal component of the internal
energy. These curves can be differentiated from the density
both because they are all drawn with solid line and because
the thermal energy differs from zero only well inside the star.
At early times, the internal energy is entirely comprised of
the contribution from the cold component.

we comment on what is instead seen with the normal,
small atmosphere for these stars. The stars once again
oscillate, but the amplitude of the oscillations of radius
and maximum density instead have amplitude roughly a
fraction of a percent. The dynamics for SLy, EoS A, and
D are essentially the same with one exception. The maxi-
mum density of the star described by EoS A does demon-
strate some excursions into the range ρ1 < ρ < ρ1 + ∆ρ
but fails to exceed this range. These excursions only oc-
cur for some intermediate times once the amplitude of
the oscillations have developed and before the star has
settled.

We also consider rotating and magnetized stellar evolu-
tions, by setting a small poloidal magnetic field, slightly
misaligned with respect to the rotation axis (i.e., 10 de-
grees), only in the interior of the star. As we discuss
later, the onset of the PT introduces non-uniform rota-
tion in the interior of the star which distorts the field
topology. However, this distortion takes place deep in-

side the NS and the matter pressure keeps it confined.
As a result, there is essentially no impact on the field be-
havior within the outer envelope of the NS which implies
no direct observational consequences. In Fig. 3, we once
again show the maximum density, and we also show the
central magnitude of the magnetic field for a star rotating
at a frequency of 800 Hz and with initial central density a
bit lower than the onset density. The plot demonstrates
a significant difference in magnetic field strength at the
center of the star. However, the snapshots of the mag-
netic field on a meridional plane at four different times
shows that the changes within the core do not propagate
to the surface. We compare the base EoS with no PT
with those of EoS A and D which have a PT but are
otherwise stable. When looking at the density, one sees
behavior similar to that for the non-rotating case shown
in Fig. 2. That is, the density for each star with the
PT has large vertical excursions as the stellar core un-
dergoes the PT. However, the oscillations return the star
periodically to a purely hadronic star.

The apparently dramatic excursions of maximum den-
sity at late times actually represent the small scale dy-
namics of the core in which a small region reaches the
onset density of the EoS. The cessation of the excur-
sions however appears at roughly the time at which the
maximum density drifts downward away from the onset
density. This drift occurs as well for the star with no PT
that suggests that the large scale dynamics is for the star
to move towards a different equilibrium.

The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows significant differences
in the central magnetic field magnitude. Although the
magnetic field is likely not affecting the dynamics, it is re-
sponding to the changing stellar structure resulting from
the transformation of the stellar core to a non-hadronic
state. However, we also show the magnetic field lines
along a meridional plane at a few different times. The
changes in the magnetic field configuration apparent in
the figure occur only in the inner part of the star and
remain confined to that region as pressure overwhelms
any potential propagating effect. Without changes to the
surface magnetic field, the ability to observe a NS expe-
riencing a PT electromagnetically is likely very limited.

B. Binary NSs

We study three particular binaries constructed by
Lorene to be in a quasi-circular orbit. Certain details
about these binaries are summarized in Table II.

We construct an equal mass binary with stellar cen-
tral densities a bit below the onset density for the EoSs
considered here. Once again we consider evolutions with
EoSs A, C, D, and SLy (without a PT). The initial data,
being below the PT, is the same for all four runs. The to-
tal gravitational (or ADM) mass of the system is 2.47M�
and the initial orbital angular velocity is 2190 rad/s.
Each star has a baryonic mass of Mb = 1.37M� and
is initially separated from the other by 37.73 km.
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g R(1) R(2) C(1) C(2) k

(1)
2 k

(2)
2 κT2 f2

[M�] [M�] [M�] [km] [km] [KHz]
SLy 1.0 2.471 1.37, 1.20 1.37, 1.20 11.46 11.46 0.1607 0.1607 0.1028 0.1028 119.9 3.02
D 3.27
SLy 0.92 2.373 1.37, 1.20 1.25, 1.10 11.46 11.49 0.1607 0.1480 0.1028 0.1122 154.4 3.08
D 3.02
SLy 0.86 2.637 1.60, 1.37 1.35, 1.18 11.43 11.46 0.1850 0.1586 0.08484 0.1044 81.23 3.22
D 3.56

TABLE II: Summary of the neutron star binaries studied here. The initial data were computed using the Bin star solver from
the Lorene package [28]. All the binaries start from an initial separation of 37.7 km. The outer boundary is located at 756 km
and the highest resolution level covers both stars with a resolution of ∆xmin = 100m. The table displays the mass ratio of the

binary q ≡M1/M2, the baryon (gravitational) mass of each star m
(i)
b (m

(i)
g ), its circumferential radius R(i) and its compactness

C(i) (i.e., when the stars are at infinite separation), the tidal Love numbers of the individual stars, the polarizability parameter
of the binary, and the main GW frequency f2 of the post-merger remnant (displayed in Fig. 8).

The evolutions of this binary with different EoSs are
displayed in Fig. 4. The top frame shows the dominant
strain mode, h2,2 while the middle frame shows the phase
difference for each case compared to the EoS with no PT.
The bottom frame shows the maximum density, ρmax, as
a function of time. Within this frame are shown the
density bands indicating the PT, thin brown for EoS D
and wide magenta for EoS A.

This bottom frame indicates that the binaries appar-
ently share the same evolution at times before merger
because the density fails to reach the density at which
the EoSs differ. The reader, however, may notice small
differences in the strain in the top frame and small phase
differences at these pre-merger times. These differences
are due to differences arising from the double time inte-
gration of ψ4 over somewhat different time lengths and
boundaries. As such, we consider phase differences of
order 0.1 radians as something of a floor, and expect
physical, and potentially observable, phase differences as
those that exceed this floor value.

The binary with the modified SLy EoS merges and
forms a hyper-massive neutron star which remains stable
for at least 10 ms after the collision. The cases with a
PT depart from this behavior.

It is not at all surprising that the result for EoS C col-
lapses promptly at merger based on the stability prop-
erties of the EoS at high mass. This expectation can
be explained by examining the TOV solutions associated
with EoS C as plotted in the right frame of Fig. 1. A lo-
cal maximum occurs in the mass-versus-radius plot right
near the region describing hybrid solutions and such an
extremum indicates a change in stability; in contrast, the
other EoSs do not have an extremum in that region.

We also observe the binary described by EoS A collaps-
ing quickly upon merger. Again, by examining the TOV
solutions in the right frame of Fig. 1 one can clearly see
that EoS A does not support as massive stars as EoS D,
and one expects the remnant to be fairly massive.

The remnant under EoS D survives the merger, and,
once the maximum density increases after the stars merge
(see bottom panel of Fig. 4), the GW signal shows differ-

ences (see the middle panel showing the phase difference
between the GW signals). However, not until a bit more
than two milliseconds after merger does the phase differ-
ence between EoS D and SLy begin to grow steadily.

Because the GW differences occur post-merger, we
analyze the frequency differences with a fast-Fourier-
transform (FFT) of just the post-merger region of the
signal. We show this FFT and the signals in this region
in Fig. 5. The remnant with the PT oscillates at a higher
frequency consistent with the results of Ref. [8–10]. Such
a behavior can be understood in terms of a simple model.
In the equal mass case, the PT takes place at a central re-
gion in the remnant. There, the density is higher and, as
a consequence of its moment of inertia decreasing (due to
approximate mass conservation), the angular frequency
goes up. In cases where such a region is sufficiently large,
its contribution to gravitational waves from the system
dominates. Thus, there is a tendency towards higher fre-
quencies due to the PT.

We next consider unequal mass binaries. The study of
asymmetric BNS binaries has become yet more relevant
and interesting in light of the recent observation of a
BNS with asymmetric mass ratio of q = 0.78 via pulsar
timing [30]. First, we consider one with mass ratio1 q =
0.92 shown in Fig. 6.

In this case, the overall qualitative behavior is very
similar to the equal mass case. Importantly however,
the main frequency in the gravitational waves produced
post-merger, as shown in Fig. 7, is quite close for both the
purely hadronic and PT cases. Two factors help explain
why the post-merger frequencies are closer together than
in the q = 1 case. The first is that the non-hadronic core
for this remnant is smaller than that formed in the equal
mass case and therefore presumably contributes little to
increasing the rotational frequency via conservation of
angular momentum. The other factor is a bit more sub-

1 We define the mass ratio in terms of the two gravitational masses
of the binary components with M2

g ≥ M1
g and q ≡ M1

g /M
2
g .
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FIG. 3: Dynamics of a particular isolated, rotating, magne-
tized star. This star has an initial central density a bit lower
than the lowest density star shown in Fig. 2 and rotates at
800 Hz. Top: Maximum density as a function of time. The
star with no PT (black solid) shows the usual stable oscilla-
tion. The solid, horizontal, magenta line indicates the onset
density of the PT. Middle: The magnitude of the magnetic
field at the center as a function of time. Bottom: Snapshots
of the magnetic field on a meridional plane at times 0.5, 1.0,
1.5, and 2.0 milliseconds (from left to right). The top row
of these panels shows EoS A and the bottom row shows the
SLy star. The colors indicate the curl of the magnetic field
all with the same colormap, and the black lines indicate the
magnetic field. Dotted cyan vertical lines are shown in the
upper panels indicating the times at which these snapshots
are taken. Although the maximum of the magnetic field be-
tween the two EoSs looks similar, the structure in the core is
significantly different. The passage of the EoS A star through
the phase transition appears to contract the core and result
in changes to the magnetic field in the core region. However,
these changes do not appear to propagate to the surface.

tle and particular to the unequal mass case. Unlike the
“dumbbell” formed in the early merger of the equal mass
case, the remnant of an unequal mass merger is domi-
nated by the more massive object which happens to con-
tain the non-hadronic core. As the core gets closer to
the rotational axis, its contribution to GW production
decreases and its own quadrapole moment begins to be
the dominant effect.
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FIG. 4: Dynamics of an equal-mass, binary NS merger. Top:
The real component of the wavestrain as a function of time.
Middle: The difference in phase with respect to the SLy
EoS. Bottom: The maximum density as a function of time.
The horizontal band indicates the density region in which the
PT occurs: wide magenta (EoS A) and thin brown (EoS D).
The vertical, cyan line shows the time at which the two stars
touch. The mergers with EoSs A and C both result in prompt
collapse at merger. The small phase differences at early times
are likely due to the double time integration to get the strains
and not to any physical effect.
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mass binary mergers shown in Fig. 4. The power spectral
density is shown normalized to the maximum. The remnant
that undergoes a PT oscillates at a higher frequency than that
without the PT, indicating a more compact remnant.

Next, we study a case with q = 0.86. The idea here
was to construct a binary with one hybrid star that has
a maximum density above the PT of the EoS while the
other is a normal hadronic star with lower central density.
This high mass star could potentially undergo the PT in
the opposite sense as those described above. However,
we were not able to generate such a binary with Lorene,
and so instead we started with a purely hadronic, unequal
mass binary. Once evolved with EoS A or D, the higher
mass star quickly undergoes the PT (see the inset of the
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FIG. 6: Dynamics of the q = 0.92 unequal-mass, binary NS
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line shows the time at which the two stars touch.
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unequal mass binary mergers shown in Fig. 6. The power
spectral density is shown normalized to the maximum.

bottom panel of Fig. 9 showing the early time behavior
of the maximum density).

As shown in Fig. 9, the maximum density at early
times shows large differences among the three EoSs.
With EoS SLy, the binary evolves without any signifi-
cant change to the maximum density. In contrast, both
EoS A and D show a quick rise in the maximum density
indicating that the stars are undergoing their respective
PT. The high mass star with EoS A quickly collapses.

Common to all three binaries studied here, the max-
imum density decreases just after the stars touch and
just before merger (see the bottom panels just after the
vertical cyan line in Figs. 4, 6, and 9). This decrease
in maximum density for all the binaries considered here
is also shown in Fig. 11. Such a decrease is already ex-
pected from post Newtonian calculations (e.g. [31]) and
has potentially important consequences. For stars above
the PT, the drop in maximum density does not appear
significant enough for the star to drop through the PT
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FIG. 8: Post-merger f2 frequencies for the various binaries
studied here along with fits to these frequencies. The fits

f2 = 5.832 − 1.118
(
κT2

)1/5
and f2,i = 6.401 − 1.299

(
κT2

)1/5
come from Ref. [29]. The frequencies for EoS D appear to
follow a similar trend, and a fit to just these three points

with the same form results in f2,D = 7.482 − 1.624
(
κT2

)1/5
.

to a purely hadronic star before the stars come into con-
tact (behavior already indicated by PN arguments where
δρc/ρc . 0.3/% in e.g. the equal mass case). However,
the trend towards a decrease in central density contin-
ues up to δρc/ρc ' 2% (for the equal mass case, see
Fig. 11). Such a decrease could imply a transition back
to a purely hadronic case for stars barely above the PT.
After such transitory density minima, strong density os-
cillations could potentially have a correlated behavior “in
and out” of the PT for some time (akin to the oscillations
discussed before in the case of isolated neutron stars).
However, this scenario might only arise within a narrow
set of physical parameters.

Let us now take a closer look at the dependence of
the main frequency, f2, of the post-merger GW signal
with the effective “remnant tidal polarizability parame-
ter”, κT2 .

κT2 = 2

[
q

(
X(1)

C(1)

)5

k
(1)
2 +

1

q

(
X(2)

C(2)

)5

k
(2)
2

]
(5)

where q = M (2)/M (1) ≤ 1, X(i)) = M (i)/(M (1) + M (2))

and C(i) = M (i)/R(i), being k
(i)
2 the individual tidal Love

numbers of each star. A rather robust functional depen-
dence has been found that relates these two quantities
(e.g. [32–34]). Fig. 8 displays a particular fit of this fre-
quency as a function of this polarizability parameter, ob-
tained by extracting this value from the remnant of many
binary neutron star simulations, with different EoS with-
out a PT [29]. We include on the figure our values for our
modified SLy and those obtained with EoS D computed
from the FFTs of the postmerger signals.

The equal mass (q = 1) and q = 0.86 cases show sig-
nificant differences in the post-merger frequencies, which
could potentially identify the PT (see e.g. Ref. [6]). As
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then evolving a binary with one hybrid star and one hadronic.
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FIG. 10: The FFT of the post-merger signals from the q =
0.86 unequal mass binary mergers shown in Fig. 9. The power
spectral density is shown normalized to the maximum.

noted, the q = 0.92 case shows a small difference; re-
stricting the FFT to times after 13 ms shows that the f2

frequency for EoS D is arguably consistent to that of the
case without the PT.

It is not completely clear how complicated the depen-
dence of the post-merger frequency may be when PTs
are involved, and the impact of both mass ratio and to-
tal mass of the binary. More thorough coverage of the
parameter space would be needed to construct a model
able to predict the expected values of f2 in general cases.
Despite this need for more coverage, the frequencies ob-
tained for EoS D do appear to follow a similar func-
tional form as that obtained for EoSs with no PT, and
we present that fit in the figure.
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FIG. 11: Near-merger behavior of maximum density for the
various binaries studied here. The time has been rescaled rel-
ative to the times at which the binaries touch. The maximum
density dips slightly soon after the stars touch.

IV. DISCUSSION

We compare evolutions of NSs and BNSs with EoSs
that differ only in the presence of a somewhat generic
PT. That is, the PT is arbitrary and not motivated by
a particular theory of high density matter. Only a few
different PTs are adopted among a large space of possi-
bilities.

With individual NSs, hadronic stars with core densi-
ties close to the PT can undergo the PT and oscillate
between hadronic and hybrid states. The dynamics of
this oscillation appears to involve a complex interplay of
a few factors. The star expands and contracts, generates
thermal energy, and all the while the fraction of the core
becoming non-hadronic decreases. This behavior arises
from the accretion and pressure afforded by the artifi-
cially high atmosphere chosen here that is likely unreal-
istic. However this interesting behavior might instead be
triggered astrophysically. For example, it would be inter-
esting to assess whether the onset of this behavior might
be induced by strong tidal interactions in an eccentric
binary as explored in [35].

With rotation and magnetic field, the core is similarly
dynamic. However, we observe no significant change to
the surface magnetic field.

Evolutions of binary mergers of hadronic stars with
densities close to the onset density of a PT, both equal
and unequal masses. show a difference in their GW sig-
natures at merger when the maximum density reaches
the onset density. The phase difference increases as the
post-merger regime continues and the remnant oscillates
at higher frequency than the hadronic remnant. We ex-
pect that, at least in some cases, these differences may
be observable.

We also consider the novel scenario of a BNS com-
posed of a hybrid star along with a hadronic star. Such
a necessarily unequal mass binary, here with q = 0.86, is
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particularly relevant given the recent detections via pul-
sar timing of a very unequal (q = 0.78) BNS [30] and with
asymmetric compact object binaries by LIGO/Virgo. A
binary such as this offers the possibility that the hybrid
star decompresses and becomes more hadronic dynami-
cally. Although our q = 0.86 binary is composed of a
hybrid and a hadronic star, this binary collapsed to a
black hole at merger. However, were a PT occurring at
smaller density chosen, one could then construct such a
scenario that avoided collapse at merger.

We also computed the dominant post-merger oscilla-
tion frequency of the remnant for these mergers. Future
generations of gravitational wave observatories are ex-
pected to have a bandwidth extending to the post-merger
regime with the hope of differentiating a PT in the EoS
via these frequency differences. Further theoretical anal-
ysis of the many outcomes will be required to guide de-
tection efforts as well as development of efficient ways to
search for such subtle observables, e.g. [36, 37].

The dynamics of the core during these phase transi-
tions suggests that the core may increase in temperature.
Such an increase may produce more neutrinos than a less
dynamic core with no PT, although the higher densities
would affect the neutrino surface. During a merger, how-
ever, the star is disrupted potentially allowing any high
temperature fluid to make its presence known. Simulat-
ing such a scenario would require a realistic EoS which
would not immediately lend itself to the parameterized
piecewise polytropic EoS used here. Similarly, while the

magnetic effects studied here remained within the core of
the star, a merger of such magnetized stars may produce
effects different than the case with no PT.
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